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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE: As George Carlin famously said “A house is just a pile of stuff with a
cover on it.” Well that’s true with digital photography too. What stuff do you keep, what stuff do
ditch? Ah, when digital photography came along, I figured now I don’t have to deal with shoe boxes
full of unsorted photographs. Now I won’t have to agonize over the throwing out truthfully bad
shots. I guess subconsciously the feeling was I paid to have them developed, now I’m going to toss
in in the trash? Yes, digital photography did away with the shoe boxes, but replaced them with hard
drives, flash drives, and the cloud. I have an instinctual fear of storing stuff in the cloud. I can’t touch
the cloud I can’t feel the cloud like I could my shoe boxes or even flash drives. What if the people in
the cloud pack up and go away into outer space? So, I went and got myself an external hard drive,
that’s the ticket! Well I was merrily backing up stuff until my computer fan went causing the PC to
overheating and shut down. Great I need a new computer anyway. I’ll simply transfer my backed-up
stuff onto the new computer. Well Murphy’s law once again proved infallible. All along I thought I
was backing my stuff onto the hard drive, but I was using the wrong program and backed up a total
of zilch. Luckily, I was able to Rube Goldberg my vacuum cleaner to act as a fan so that I could copy
and past most of the stuff that I really needed into the new computer. (continued page 2)
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2nd—-Competition “Bottles”

Visitors always
We
are a 501C3 Org.
welcome.

Judge: Anastasia Tompkins

16th– Program: Holiday Festivities
Ivan Rothman show “Im alive”
wildlife photography from around
the world.

A sponsor of the PSA
Meetings: 7:30 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th
Wednesdays at Flushing
Hospital, conference room on
5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St.,
Flushing. Park on street or in lot
across the street on Burling
St..FREE but Parking ticket
must be validated at the
Camera Club. Call to confirm
meeting date and time
especially in winter AND
DURING COVID SHUTDOWN

30th— NO MEETING
HAPPY NEW YEAR
6th –Critique Night
20th– Program: Video– Mark

Dues: $40.00 for individuals
$60.00 per family;$20.00 for students

2021

Bowie

“Multiple exposure for maximum
landscapes”

up to 23 yrs.old.

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2020-21 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this website is strictly prohibited.
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President’s Message continues:

So here I am fresh start fresh start, fresh
commitment to back-up all of my stuff the right way. Do I back-up everything? True,
with digital photography though you can get rid of obviously bad stuff in the camera
before it gets to the computer, but at the same time, since you’re not paying for developing
your taking and probably saving tons of more shots. Even without shoe boxes of
uncategorized photos, I still have the digital equivalent, and the same problem of combing
through the multitude of images to find the specific one I’m looking for. What do I keep what
do I save? I’m pretty good about getting rid of unnecessary stuff, but also keep on thinking
about the time when a presenter mentioned that she saves almost all of her images. She brought out the example of
someone saving a seemingly nothing burger shot of President Clinton shaking hands with a then unknown intern. Well
that intern happened to be Monica Lewinsky. Nobody else seemed to have saved that shot, instantly it was THE in
demand shot. So here I am trying to figure out what to save, how to save it, where to save it. Seems like every internet
service, every hardware provider, every photo application tries to connivance you to use their storage system. Most of
them have their own way to organizing your images, and none of them seem to play well with each other.
The time of reckoning is here, I already know the why, and the when (now), I just have to decide on the who, what,
where, and how to back up my stuff. Wish me luck, and good luck to all that are wrestling with this issue. Joe Macaluso
From the Editor’s Desk: What a season ! We started with new hopes and ideas, with new programs and procedures,
and suddenly we were handed a giant roadblock. Zoom meetings does help to take the edge off but it is not the
same as the fun and camaraderie we shared in person. From the lack luster participation this year it is obvious
to me that some degree of the blues has set in with our members, readers, and the public in general. Fortunately
those who attended the few “in the park” events did get to experience all that the “in person” meetings bring.
But is this enough. We all need to look forward to the coming year when I pray we can again meet in person
on a monthly basis and take those field trips that help us all to improve our photography and friendship.
I have been fortunate to be able to travel to the Catskills often and enjoy the outdoors and I would encourage
all to get out of the house as often as you can if even to walk around your neighborhood.
Sun and fresh air IS health!
Now about this months newsletter. It was delayed for 2 reasons. One being me upstate and the other was
waiting for the December competition to be able to post the standings and the images of the month. As usual
enjoy another great article by Russ Burden and an inspiring story shared by our own George Pearson.
Hope you enjoy. I end by adding “Peace on Earth and good will toward men”.
Happy Hanukkah, Merry Christmas and Happy New Year everyone.
Hope to see you at our Holiday Zoom Party Dec 16th. “photoJoe” Crupi
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MY JOURNEY INTO PHOTOSHOP BY GEORGE PEARSON
I started this book “100% Photoshop” in Mid-September, and I finally finished it up, yesterday 11/2, (Believe me this
book could have taken from now until eternity to finish). In the book chapters 2 through 9 had a final image with
instruction(s) for you to create it. When you look at the picture, everything in it was a sub-picture or separate picture that
you had to create in Photoshop, and only out of Photoshop. After creating all these subpictures, you had to combine them
all into the final picture.
It took a lot of work, and many days for me to create all the pictures of each chapter, and then to put them all together
into one image, the combination image for each chapter. It was something like what Winston Churchill said about in
World War 2, “...your Blood, Sweat and Tears.”
I think what the Author, Steve Caplin, is doing with this book, is to create an artist, if one can survive it all to the end of the
book without giving up.
Photoshop is to me an interest, a passion, a refuge, an avocation, and certainly a means of dealing with the situation of
the Corona Virus, and other nonsensical but serious matters that are going on with country and the world right now.
One doctor told me that MD’s treat pain in 2 ways, over the counter medication, prescription pain medication, and getting
the patient involved with an interest, a passion, so that they can be distracted from their physical pain. I have 2
conditions that can cause very serious pain, so Photoshop has become my way of dealing with them.
I looked back on my computer, and I have been involved with Photoshop since somewhere in calendar year 2002. That
is when I had a Photoshop image, an image that ended with .psd file format, and I saved it “AS”, by giving it a date. For
example, “that picture.psd,” became “that picture_10-02-2020.psd.” Generally, what ever I am working on, I save it as a
.PSD file format with a date.
It is 18 (+) years now that I have been working on this computer application of Photoshop. It is a long time, but it has gone
by in a flash. The book that I am referring to “100% Photoshop”, I generally worked on early on in the day, right after
breakfast, and I worked on the instructions given in the book, until I ran or run out of brainpower meaning I got or get
fatigued.
My days of my avocations on the computer are really like work days.
I often
start at around noontime, and I run until 9 P.M
I have come to realize that Photoshop is really a digital art form. I will
again go back to it, but not right away. I have been learning Photoshop
through the “Classroom in a book method”. There is only one serious
problem with the learning of Photoshop with this method, and that
when you come to a sticking point, and your ask the book a question,
no matter how many times you do this, the book never answers you
back…
I have entered the world of digital art through Photoshop, and I now
consider myself the beginnings of an “artist”, in the Photoshop digital
artistic medium. The old saying from Winston Churchill applies; “...this
is
not the beginning of the end, but the end of the beginning.” This is
what
one finds out perpetually as one works and trudges on in Photoshop.
Photoshop is a form of digital creative quicksand, since once you get
in,
you may never get out, and that is good…George H Pearson (GHP)
George thank you so much for responding to my request and allow the sharing
of this wonderful story with our members. Many, I am sure can relate. It would
be interesting to see how PFLI would judge or evaluate these constructed
images. Great job. Joe Crupi editor
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To our member Terry Chen
Great portraits.

Last year I joined international photo competition. Two photos (black and white), lady 1 and Lady 2, were getting PSA HM
award from PSNY 47th 2019 international photos competition award in black & white section. Terry Chen

A MESSAGE FROM PFLI :
To all PFLI Members:
In our love for photography, and in our quest for creating compelling images that command the attention of our viewers, we
have all made use of post-processing to enhance our images in ways big and small. This often includes montaging and
compositing subjects and objects from more than one image, combining them into a single, final image. In many cases, we do
this with skies: replacing a bland sky with a more dramatic one; or, in adding a photographed texture to the overall image to
give it a vintage feel, for example.
This is fair game, as long as these subjects, objects, and textures come from photographs taken by the photographer who is
entering an image into PFLI competition. They must originate with the photographer. PFLI’s mission is to reward the personal
work of our member photographers.
Unfortunately, there is now available commercial software, easily downloadable online for free or at a price, that provide digital
libraries of stock images for subjects, objects, and textures that photographers can download into their competition images, in
which they appear to originate with the photographer.
This is not allowed in PFLI competition. If discovered, such images will be disqualified. I am here attaching a copy of PFLI’s
Ethics Statement, which includes the following in regard to competition images: “By virtue of submitting an entry, the
photographer certifies the work to be his or her own, including all steps from capture to final edit”.
I fully support the statement made by Dick Hunt, PFLI Competition Chairperson, on this subject:
“Makers are not allowed to montage images which they personally have not produced. This is directed to any image but
specifically to the deluge of stock skies which are flooding the programs now. We know the advances of modern Photoshop or
Luminar allow you to drop in a gorgeous sunset behind that lighthouse with a simple click but if you do you are not only
breaking a PFLI rule but are cheating the photographers that do the hard work by being at the right place at the right time."
Thank you, Bob Warshauer PFLI President .

So to paraphrase—Every part of every image you put into competition must be taken by you the
photographer. Nothing downloader from the internet or obtained from other means or software.
By the way this has always been the rule.
"ELIGIBILITY - All photos submitted must be created by a PFLI club member who currently resides on
Long Island or in the New York Metropolitan Area. Any member who submits work during the current
season and moves out of this area (but still remains a member of their club) may continue to
submit work to the PFLI for the remainder of that season only."
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Judge:Anastasia Tompkins

A Group “Gatorade” Sharon Jackson
B&W “White Milk”

CREATIVE

SALON GROUP

“Glass Bottle Shadows” Ann Hickey

Ann Hickey

“Sunset in a Bottle” Tony Siciliano
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FLOWER CLOSE UPS:
Russ - it’s November - what the heck are you doing writing a tip on flower photography??? My garden is dead!!!!!!
Response - That’s right - you can’t get into you garden to make flower images but a short visit to the florist can net you
gorgeous specimens to bring home and photograph now that it’s too cold to go outside to make flower photos!!!! See, I’m
NOT nuts!!!!!
Flower photography encompasses many aspects. Whether it’s a sprawling field of orange poppies, a pattern in a field of
tulips, a juxtaposition of a new bud with a freshly opened blossom, or a close up of stamens, each presents a series of
challenges. The key challenge is to come up with something both technically and aesthetically fresh. Key factors that
come into play that enable you to meet this challenge are proper use of depth of field, lighting, and composition. In this
week’s tip, I zero in on how to deal with light when shooting flower close ups in the warm setting of your home.
Window Light: The biggest benefit of shooting flower close ups is a great image can be made any time of the day. The
majority of great nature images are shot at sunrise and sunset but because you’ll be working with a small subject, you
have the luxury of being able to shoot at noon and augment the light with flash, a diffuser, or reflector. The use of each of
these tools will net a different effect of the same flower. Whether the light through the window is direct or soft, it can be
modified.
Diffuser: Bright overcast conditions are great for flower photography. The light is soft so detail is retained on the whites of
the petals in addition to the shadows of the background. Even using bright direct sun through a window in mid day, this
quality can be mimicked with a diffuser. Collapsible ones are convenient to use and come in different sizes. They cleverly
fold into a disc and are very light.
Reflector: Reflectors are used to bounce bright light back onto your subject to fill in shadows. This softens the contrast
as light is added to the dark portions of the flower. Doing so brings the highlights under control as the contrast range is
lessened. White reflectors bounce soft light, silver ones create more of a pin point source, and gold ones cast a warm
tone. Each has its own advantage. Their use should be dictated by the effect you want to create. Interesting effects can
be had by combining a reflector and diffuser.
Flash: Flash can be used as a main or fill light. I love to use flash as
a source of fill to soften the contrast of mid day sun. Most good
flashes allow you to control the amount of fill. This allows you to
create varying contrast effects from just a hint of fill to completely
canceling out the shadows. Use the flash wirelessly to get it off
camera so it can be placed to the side or even behind the flower.
Flower tips in November - see it works! Next thing I know I’ll write
about how to get proper snow exposure in July - NOT…….
To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris. Please visit
www.russburdenphotography.com to get more information.FACEBOOK:https://www.facebook.com/pages/Russ-BurdenPhotography/138323855629?ref_type=bookmark
rburden@ecentral.com
Stay Focused!

